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Tetrahedron Tetrahedron The ancient Greeks gave the polyhedron a name according to the number of faces.
Therefore, the question "What is a tetrahedron? The tetrahedron has the following characteristics: The type of
the face is the right triangle; The number of sides at the face is 3; The total number of faces is 4; The number
of edges adjacent to the vertex is 3; The total number of vertices is 4; The total number of edges is 6; The
regular tetrahedron is composed of four equilateral triangles. Each vertex of it is a vertex of three triangles.
The tetrahedron has no center of symmetry, but has 3 axes of symmetry and 6 planes of symmetry. Is the
tetrahedron a pyramid? Yes, the tetrahedron is a triangular pyramid whose all sides are equal. Can a pyramid
be a tetrahedron? Only if it is a pyramid with a triangular base and each of its sides is an equilateral triangle.
Mathematical characteristics of a tetrahedron Mathematical characteristics of a tetrahedron The tetrahedron
can be placed in a sphere inscribed , so that each of its vertices will touch the inner wall of the sphere. The
radius of the described sphere of the tetrahedron is determined by the formula: The sphere can be inscribed
inside the tetrahedron. The radius of the inscribed sphere of a tetrahedron is determined by the formula:
Surface area of a tetrahedron The surface area of the tetrahedron can be represented in the form of the net area.
The surface area can be defined as the area of one of the sides of the tetrahedron this is the area of a regular
triangle multiplied by 4. Or use the formula: The volume of the tetrahedron is determined by the following
formula: Tetrahedron nets Tetrahedron nets Tetrahedron can be made yourself. Paper or cardboard is the most
suitable material. For the assembly will require paper net - a single part with the lines of the folds. Choosing a
color for a polyhedron. The ancient Greek philosopher Plato associated the tetrahedron with the "earth"
element - fire, therefore, to build a model of this regular polyhedron, we chose red. The figure shows the net of
a tetrahedron: Note that this is not the only net option. To build a model, you can download a net in pdf format
and print it on an A4 sheet: Tetrahedron from the set "Magic Edges" Video. Tetrahedron from the set "Magic
Edges" You can make a model of a tetrahedron using the parts for assembling from the set "Magic Edges".
Build a polyhedron from a set: Rotation of the finished polyhedron: Rotation of all regular polyhedra.
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A skeletal polyhedron specifically, a rhombicuboctahedron drawn by Leonardo da Vinci to illustrate a book by
Luca Pacioli Convex polyhedra are well-defined, with several equivalent standard definitions. However, the
formal mathematical definition of polyhedra that are not required to be convex has been problematic. Many
definitions of "polyhedron" have been given within particular contexts, [1] some more rigorous than others,
and there is not universal agreement over which of these to choose. Some of these definitions exclude shapes
that have often been counted as polyhedra such as the self-crossing polyhedra or include shapes that are often
not considered as valid polyhedra such as solids whose boundaries are not manifolds. One can distinguish
among these different definitions according to whether they describe the polyhedron as a solid, whether they
describe it as a surface, or whether they describe it more abstractly based on its incidence geometry. A
common and somewhat naive definition of a polyhedron is that it is a solid whose boundary can be covered by
finitely many planes [3] [4] or that it is a solid formed as the union of finitely many convex polyhedra. The
faces of such a polyhedron can be defined as the connected components of the parts of the boundary within
each of the planes that cover it, and the edges and vertices as the line segments and points where the faces
meet. However, the polyhedra defined in this way do not include the self-crossing star polyhedra, their faces
may not form simple polygons , and some edges may belong to more than two faces. Again, this type of
definition does not encompass the self-crossing polyhedra. However, there exist topological polyhedra even
with all faces triangles that cannot be realized as acoptic polyhedra. These can be defined as partially ordered
sets whose elements are the vertices, edges, and faces of a polyhedron. A vertex or edge element is less than
an edge or face element in this partial order when the vertex or edge is part of the edge or face. Additionally,
one may include a special bottom element of this partial order representing the empty set and a top element
representing the whole polyhedron. If the sections of the partial order between elements three levels apart that
is, between each face and the bottom element, and between the top element and each vertex have the same
structure as the abstract representation of a polygon, then these partially ordered sets carry exactly the same
information as a topological polyhedron. However, these requirements are often relaxed, to instead require
only that sections between elements two levels apart have the same structure as the abstract representation of a
line segment. Geometric polyhedra, defined in other ways, can be described abstractly in this way, but it is
also possible to use abstract polyhedra as the basis of a definition of geometric polyhedra. A realization of an
abstract polyhedron is generally taken to be a mapping from the vertices of the abstract polyhedron to
geometric points, such that the points of each face are coplanar. A geometric polyhedron can then be defined
as a realization of an abstract polyhedron. However, without additional restrictions, this definition allows
degenerate or unfaithful polyhedra for instance, by mapping all vertices to a single point and the question of
how to constrain realizations to avoid these degeneracies has not been settled. In all of these definitions, a
polyhedron is typically understood as a three-dimensional example of the more general polytope in any
number of dimensions. For example, a polygon has a two-dimensional body and no faces, while a 4-polytope
has a four-dimensional body and an additional set of three-dimensional "cells". However, some of the
literature on higher-dimensional geometry uses the term "polyhedron" to mean something else: For instance,
some sources define a convex polyhedron to be the intersection of finitely many half-spaces , and a polytope
to be a bounded polyhedron. Characteristics[ edit ] Number of faces[ edit ] Polyhedra may be classified and
are often named according to the number of faces. The naming system is based on Classical Greek, for
example tetrahedron 4 , pentahedron 5 , hexahedron 6 , triacontahedron 30 , and so on. Topological
characteristics[ edit ] The topological class of a polyhedron is defined by its Euler characteristic and
orientability. From this perspective, any polyhedral surface may be classed as certain kind of topological
manifold. For example, the surface of a convex or indeed any simply connected polyhedron is a topological
sphere.
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Formally, we prove that every plane triangulation G with n vertices can be embedded in R2 in such a way that
it is the vertical projection of a convex polyhedral surface. The main result in the paper is a construction of a
simple in fact, just a union of two squares set T in the plane with the following property. The goal is to find, if
possible, a realization of G in the Euclidian space Rn, such that the distance between any two vertices is the
assigned edge weight. The problem has many applications in mathematics and computer science, but is
NP-hard when the dimension d is fixed. Characterizing tractable instances of GRP is a classical problem, first
studied by Menger in in the case of a complete graph. We construct two new infinite families of GRP
instances whose solution can be approximated up to an arbitrary precision in polynomial time. Both
constructions are based on the blow-up of fixed small graphs with large expanders. As an application of our
results, we give a deterministic construction of uniquely k-colorable vertex-transitive expanders. We study the
problem of acute triangulations of convex polyhedra and the space Rn. Here the acute triangulation is a
triangulation into simplices whose dihedral angles are acute. In the opposite direction, we present a
construction of an acute triangulation of the cube and the regular octahedron in R3. Go to this page to see
animations of acute triangulations from the paper. The extended abstract of the paper has appeared in Proc.
Note that the proceedings version does not contain the Appendix. It is known that one can fold a convex
polyhedron from a non-overlapping face unfolding, but the complexity of the algorithm in [Miller-Pak]
remains an open problem. In this paper we show that every convex polyhedron P in Rd can be obtained in
polynomial time, by starting with a cube which contains P and sequentially cutting out the extra parts of the
surface. Our main tool is of independent interest. Here the union is over all the facets G of P different from F,
and AG is the set obtained from G by rotating towards F the hyperplane spanned by G about the intersection
of it with the hyperplane spanned by F. We study the shape of inflated surfaces introduced in [Bleecker] and
[Pak]. More precisely, we analyze profiles of surfaces obtained by inflating a convex polyhedron, or more
generally an almost everywhere flat surface, with a symmetry plane. We show that such profiles are in a
one-parameter family of curves which we describe explicitly as the solutions of a certain differential equation.
Inflating polyhedral surfaces, preprint , 37 pp. We prove that all polyhedral surfaces in R3 have
volume-increasing piecewise-linear isometric deformations. This resolves the conjecture of Bleecker who
proved it for convex simplicial surfaces [Bleecker]. Further, we prove that all convex polyhedral surfaces in
Rd have convex volume-increasing piecewise-linear isometric deformations. We also discuss the limits on the
volume of such deformations, present a number of conjectures and special cases. The pictures are better
viewed in color, but should print fine on a monochromatic printer. A short proof of rigidity of convex
polytopes, Siberian J. Our approach is based on the ideas of Trushkina and Schramm. The area of cyclic
polygons: In his works [R1] and [R2] David Robbins proposed several interrelated conjectures on the area of
the polygons inscribed in a circle as an algebraic function of its sides. Most recently, these conjectures have
been established in the course of several independent investigations. In this note we give an informal outline
of these developments. The result extends to general PL-manifolds. The proof is inexplicit and uses the
corresponding fact in the smooth category, proved by Moser [M]. We conclude with various examples and
combinatorial applications. We present an algebraic approach to the classical problem of constructing a
simplicial convex polytope given its planar triangulation and lengths of its edges. We introduce a ring of
polynomial invariants of the polytope and show that they satisfy polynomial relations in terms of squares of
edge lengths. We obtain sharp upper and lower bounds on the degree of these polynomial relations. In a
special case of regular bipyramid we obtain explicit formulae for some of these relations. We conclude with a
proof of Robbins Conjecture on the degree of generalized Heron polynomials. We initiate a systematic
investigation of the metric combinatorics of convex polyhedra by proving the existence of polyhedral
nonoverlapping unfoldings and analyzing the structure of the cut locus. The algorithmic aspect, which we
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include together with its complexity analysis, was for us a motivating feature of these results. We also propose
some directions for future research, including a series of precise conjectures on the number of combinatorial
types of shortest paths, and on the geometry of unfolding boundaries of polyhedra. The pictures are colored
and better viewed in color. They should print fine on a monochromatic printer. On the number of faces of
certain transportation polytopes, European J. Define transportation polytope T n,m to be a polytope of
nonnegative n x m matrices with row sums equal to m and column sums equal to n. The construction relies on
the new recurrence relation for which is of independent interest. We discuss combinatorial and topological
properties of strata on Grassmanians which correspond to transversal matroids. Applications to
hypergeometric functions are also given. Domino tileability is a classical problem in Discrete Geometry,
famously solved by Thurston for simply connected regions in nearly linear time in the area. Tiling planar
regions with dominoes is a classical problem, where the decision and counting problems are polynomial. We
establish a variety of hardness results both NP- and P-completeness , for different generalizations of dominoes
in three and higher dimensions. Link to the journal version: We prove that there is a finite set of at most
rectangles for which the tileability problem of simply connected regions is NP-complete, closing the gap
between positive and negative results in the field. We also prove that counting such rectangular tilings is
P-complete, a first result of this kind. See also my blog post inspired by this paper. The above version is
identical to the arXiv version. Notably, it is missing proof of Lemma 3. We prove that any two tilings of a
rectangular region by T-tetrominoes are connected by moves involving only 2 and 4 tiles. We also show that
the number of such tilings is an evaluation of the Tutte polynomial. The results are extended to more general
class of regions. Despite claims in the literature, Conjecture 18 remains unresolved. New Horizons,
Theoretical Computer Science, vol. Let T be a finite set of tiles. The group of invariants G T , introduced by
the author, is a group of linear relations between the number of copies of the tiles in tilings of the same region.
We survey known results about G T , the height function approach, the local move property, various
applications and special cases. Ribbon tiles are polyominoes consisting of n squares laid out in a path, each
step of which goes north or east. Tile invariants were first introduced in [Pak], "Ribbon tile invariants" see
below , where a full basis of invariants of ribbon tiles was conjectured. Here we present a complete proof of
the conjecture, which works by associating ribbon tiles with a certain polygon in the complex plane, and
deriving invariants from the signed area of this polygon. Conway-Lagarias type technique is employed.
Ribbon tile invariants, Trans. Consider a set of ribbon tiles which are polyominoes with n squares obtained by
up and right rook moves. We describe all the linear relations for the number of times each such tile can appear
in a tiling of any given row convex region. We also investigate the connection with signed tilings and give
applications of tileability. Compare reviews in Zbl. Complexity problems in enumerative combinatorics,
preprint , 30 pp. ICM Rio de Janeiro. We give a broad survey of recent results in Enumerative Combinatorics
and their complexity aspects. This is an expanded version. Notably, Section 4 and a number of references are
added. We disprove this conjecture. The proof uses Computability Theory and builds on our earlier work
[GP1]. Read also my blog post on the paper. Let S be a generating set of a finitely generated group G. Denote
by an the number of words in S of length n that are equal to 1. This is done by developing new combinatorial
tools and using known results in computability and probability on groups. We introduce and study the number
of tilings of unit height rectangles with irrational tiles. We prove that the class of sequences of these numbers
coincides with the class of diagonals of N-rational generating functions and a class of certain binomial
multisums. We then give asymptotic applications and establish connections to hypergeometric functions and
Catalan numbers. A permutation is called k-alternating if it is alternating, and all jumps are at least k. Guibert
and Linusson introduced in [GL] the family of doubly alternating Baxter permutations, i. In this paper we
explore the expected limit shape of such permutations, following the approach by Miner and Pak [MP]. Here
is the journal page for the paper. We initiate the study of limit shapes for random permutations avoiding a
given pattern. Specifically, for patterns of length 3, we obtain delicate results on the asymptotics of
distributions of positions of numbers in the permutations. We view the permutations as matrices to describe
the resulting asymptotics geometrically. We then apply our results to obtain a number of results on
distributions of permutation statistics.
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Icosahedron Icosahedron The ancient Greeks gave the polyhedron a name by the number of faces. The
icosahedron has the following characteristics: The face type is a regular triangle; The number of sides at the
verge - 3; The total number of faces is 20; The number of edges adjacent to the top is 5; The total number of
vertices is 12; The total number of edges is The regular icosahedron is composed of twenty equilateral
triangles. Each vertex of an icosahedron is a vertex of five triangles. The icosahedron has a center of
symmetry - the center of the icosahedron, 15 axes of symmetry and 15 planes of symmetry. Mathematical
characteristics of icosahedron Mathematical characteristics of icosahedron An icosahedron can be placed in a
sphere inscribed , so that each of its vertices will touch the inner wall of the sphere. The radius of the
described sphere of the icosahedron where "a" - is the side length. The sphere can be inscribed inside the
icosahedron. The radius of the icosahedron inscribed sphere The surface area of the icosahedron can be
represented as a net area. The surface area can be defined as the area of one of the sides of the icosahedron this
is the area of a regular triangle multiplied by Or use the formula: The volume of the icosahedron is
determined by the following formula: Icosahedron nets Icosahedron nets Icosahedron can be made by
yourself. Paper or cardboard is the most suitable option. For the assembly will require paper net - a single part
with the lines of the folds. Choose a color for a polyhedron. The ancient Greek philosopher Plato associated
the icosahedron with the "earth" element - water, therefore, to build a model of this regular polyhedron, we
chose blue. The figure shows an icosahedron net: Note that this is not the only net option. To build a model,
you can download a net in pdf format and print it on an A4 sheet: In addition, there are two classic versions of
the color of the polyhedron, when each of the adjacent faces is painted in its own color. Or use a certain
number of colors coloring, and the same colors do not border with each other. We present to your attention
two options for painting 20 faces of the icosahedron using five colors. The first variant of the coloring of the
icosahedron implies that each five vertex will have all five colors.
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This community is dedicated to the exploration of mathematically inspired art and architecture through
projects, community submissions, and inspirational posts related to the topic at hand. Every week, there will
be approximately four posts according to the following schedule: Highlights from member submissions to the
community corkboard. Introduction to the new project of the week. Extensions, inspiration and more
mathematical details for the current project of the week. Inspirational posts about artists and artwork in the
field, including historical projects and works. My goal is to host a public forum in which people can learn,
participate and contribute. With that said, please post anything of relevance in the comments section of posts,
the community corkboard , or start a thread in the forum. They are composed entirely of flat faces and straight
edges. Since they are made entirely of flat faces with straight edges, you can often unfold them to a
two-dimensional shape, as you would with a cardboard box. This unfolding of the polyhedron is called a net.
One of the easiest ways to make a three-dimensional shape is by making the net out of paper and folding it. To
show what amazing forms can be made from paperâ€”using techniques similar to folding netsâ€”I present
some images of work by Father Magnus Wenninger. These are truly amazing geometric shapes. The objects in
the last group are actually three-dimensional projections, or shadows of objects that can only exist in four
dimensions! Gijs Korthals Altes has a great site for finding these nets. All you have to do is download the
object, and then use your printer to print it out on regular paper or card stock. Next, cut out the shape of the
object and fold as directed, and then glue or tape the object closed. The templates nets can be found here.
Those nets can be found here. Finally, to make really cool Christmas ornaments, you should try some convex
polyhedra like the Kepler-Poinsot polyhedra download here. Please note, these are significantly more difficult
and time consuming. Some involve hundreds of folds. The great icosahedron, while beautiful, took me close to
3 hours to cut and fold out of 1 piece of paper. Materials Something to cut with scissors, or Exacto knife.
Cutting mat or board, if using an Exacto knife. Paper or card stock. I use the thickest my printer can handle, so
I can make stronger objects, but this does make it more difficult to fold. You can buy lb card stock at any
office supply store. Usually mass retailers such as Walmart or Target carry thinner cardstock, which might be
preferable for some of you. A scoring tool like a blank pen or the back of a table knife. You only really need
this if you use card stock. I actually just lightly use the blade of an Exacto knife, but this takes precision, so be
careful if you use this technique. Tacky craft glue, super glue gel or tape. Step 1 Download, Print and Cut Go
to the download site and find the polyhedron you wish to build. To follow along with me, go to the section on
platonic solids and download the template for the dodecahedron. Print out the net. Cut it out using scissors or
knife. Make sure you cut the space between the tabs and the other polygon it starts off touching. Only leave
the tab connected to the main polygon. Step 2 Score If you used card stock, apply pressure with your scoring
tool across the edges and tabs that are to be folded. This makes the paper weaker in these spots, allowing the
folds to be near perfect. If you used paper, the paper will fold fairly easy without this step. Step 3 Fold and
Adhere Fold and glue, or tape, the object together. I usually partially fold all of the edges and tabs so that I can
see how the object is going to be formed. Put glue on the tab you wish to glue. Press the tab together to the
polygon it is supposed to attach to. For superglue, you only need to hold for a couple of seconds. For other
glues, you might need to hold for close to a minute. The final object should look like this: Now go play with
your growing polyhedral collection. Come up with ways to use them in other projects. You could use them as
Christmas ornaments perhaps. Have fun and post the results to the corkboard! This weekend I decided to use
some polyhedra to make a mobile for my newborn son. Some of you will be able to do this easily right away.
Others might take quite a long time to produce something that looks like an elementary school child made it.
Your hands may be covered in glue. Like everything else, this might take some practice. It did for me. And
know that it is addicting. You might end up with a house, apartment, or dorm room completely full of these.
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Chapter 7 : Icosahedron - blog.quintoapp.com - creating polyhedra models from paper
Paper Polyhedra in Colour by Gerald Jenkins, , available at Book Depository with free delivery worldwide.

Chapter 8 : Paper Kepler-Poinsot Polyhedra In Color
Paper Christmas Decorations Paper ornaments Christmas Crafts Christmas ornaments Hanging Paper Decorations
Christmas colors Origami & Paper DIY Paper Paper crafts Forward DIY Geo Paper Decorations_fun for parties, wedding
receptions, mobiles in a baby room.

Chapter 9 : Cut & Assemble Icosahedra: Twelve Models in White and Color
Paper Models of Polyhedra Polyhedra are beautiful 3-D geometrical figures that have fascinated philosophers,
mathematicians and artists for millennia. On this site are a few hundred paper models available for free.
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